**CESSNA AIRCRAFT CLEANING PRODUCTS**

**FLYERS SPEED WAX**
This carnauba-enriched waterless aircraft dry wax is a high-gloss protectant with an easy-on, easy-off application process. Can be used to remove carbon, oil, bugs and airborne contaminants. Safe on all aircraft painted surfaces including composite and fabric. This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft's exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it's legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-02713 .................. $19.50

**QUICKTURN**
Quick Turn keeps aircraft looking just waxed. Will remove harmful contaminants before they damage aircraft surfaces. Use Quick Turn between flights or as often as needed when wet washing or waxing is not required. Product is safe for use on exterior painted surfaces, polished aluminum and de-ice boots. Not intended for interior use.

This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-02657 ................. $22.95

**ULTRA MAGNUM MULTI-PURPOSE AIRCRAFT DEGREASER**
Ultra Magnum is a non-corrosive, heavy duty alkaline cleaner designed to remove carbon, oil and bugs from aircraft exterior painted surfaces. This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-03478 ................. $23.50

**AIRCRAFT LEATHER CLEANER**
Will effectively clean, condition and preserve the beauty of new and worn leather. Will not bleed onto fabric. Contains no silicone or heavy waxes that can damage stitching or become slippery.

This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-02659 .................. $16.95

**M-RON GLASS CLEANER / WAX**
M-Ron Glass is not your ordinary wax. It is a CLEANER & WAX so you are not waxing over a dirty surface or getting a waxy build up. That’s why M-Ron Glass gives you such an AMAZING SHINE! Because of how this works, it is recommended that once applied; let it sit and bake in the sun for 15 to 30 minutes. You will get a deeper shine and a higher luster than you would if you were to apply it and take it off right away. It will NEVER bake itself to the surface!

12 oz ......................... P/N 09-03483 .................. $15.95

**AIRCRAFT STAIN REMOVER**
Aircraft Carpet and Upholstery Stain Remover is a powerful stain and spot remover. Will remove stains caused by grease, dirt, wine, coffee, juice, soft drinks, tea, food and more.

This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-02658 .................. $15.50

**MICROFIBER DETAILING CLOTHS AND TERRYCLOTH APPLICATORS**
Microfiber Detailing Cloths make cleaning your aircraft easy, inside and out. These scratch and lint free cloths work well on aircraft instrumentation, windows, gauges, screens, painted and unpainted surfaces. Can also be used for applying and removing Cessna Detailing Products on aircraft surfaces. The multi-dimensionally knit fabric will not unravel or wear out, but due to the quantity of dirt lifted and trapped, the cloths should be frequently machine washed. The cloths will withstand several hundred washings with standard laundry detergents. Terry cloth applicators are used for applying wax and cleaning leather seats.

This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-02660 .................. $15.25

**AIRCRAFT GRADE MICROFIBER WASH MITT**
The Aircraft Wash Mitt - like no other mitt - has been custom designed specifically for aircraft use. Its extra-long length (without abrasive wristband), protects your delicate windscreens and other surfaces from accidental scratches from watches and jewelry! You will enjoy the fully lined protection for delicate hands of lady pilots and co-pilots! PLUS your can of spray cleaner stores easily inside the mitt for safe, quiet storage inside your plane.

The Aircraft Wash Mitt is made from two of the softest materials available - Chenille and Microfiber. It’s an absorbent, super soft, and non-scratching mitt that delivers a premium wash with no abrasion. It is safe on all acrylic aircraft or marine windscreens and other unpainted surfaces. Can also be used for applying and removing Cessna Detailing Products on aircraft surfaces, including composite and fabric.

Wash mitts are used for cleaning aircraft instrumentation, windows, gauges, screens, painted and unpainted surfaces. Can also be used for applying and removing Cessna Detailing Products on aircraft surfaces. Will effectively clean, condition and preserve the beauty of new and worn leather. Will not bleed onto fabric. Contains no silicone or heavy waxes that can damage stitching or become slippery.

The multi-dimensionally knit fabric will not unravel or wear out, but due to the quantity of dirt lifted and trapped, the cloths should be frequently machine washed. The cloths will withstand several hundred washings with standard laundry detergents. Terry cloth applicators are used for applying wax and cleaning leather seats.

This Cessna detailing product has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. It has been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning product that is among the best in the industry.

P/N 09-04087 .................. $7.25

**CESSNA AIRCRAFT CLEANING KIT**
This Cessna detailing kit has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. The products provided in the Aircraft Cleaning Kit have been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning kit that is among the best in the industry. Cessna has built a reputation for rising above the competition and continuously improving the performance of its products. As a result, Cessna products are widely recognized as the best in the industry.

P/N 09-02661 ................. $139.95

Your Cessna Aircraft Cleaning Kit contains the following detailing products:
- Flyers Speed Wax (16 oz)
- Quick Turn (16 oz)
- Ultra Magnum (16 oz)
- Plexiclear (16 oz)
- Leather Cleaner (8 oz)
- Stain Remover (8 oz)
- Terry Cloth Applicators (2)
- Microfiber Cloths (2)
- Care Guide • Carry Bag

P/N 09-02658 .................. $15.50

**CESSNA AIRCRAFT CLEANING KIT**
This Cessna detailing kit has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. The products provided in the Aircraft Cleaning Kit have been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning kit that is among the best in the industry. Cessna has built a reputation for rising above the competition and their approval of this Aircraft Cleaning Kit is another example of their continuous attention to customer care.

Your Cessna Aircraft Cleaning Kit contains the following detailing products:
- Flyers Speed Wax (16 oz)
- Quick Turn (16 oz)
- Ultra Magnum (16 oz)
- Plexiclear (16 oz)
- Leather Cleaner (8 oz)
- Stain Remover (8 oz)
- Terry Cloth Applicators (2)
- Microfiber Cloths (2)
- Care Guide • Carry Bag

P/N 09-02658 .................. $15.50

**CESSNA AIRCRAFT CLEANING KIT**
This Cessna detailing kit has been approved by Cessna Aircraft Company. The products provided in the Aircraft Cleaning Kit have been developed and tested by industry professionals specifically to protect and safely care for your aircraft’s exterior and interior. Cessna remains committed to it’s legendary customer service by authorizing and approving this safe, reliable, and high quality cleaning kit that is among the best in the industry. Cessna has built a reputation for rising above the competition and their approval of this Aircraft Cleaning Kit is another example of their continuous attention to customer care.

Your Cessna Aircraft Cleaning Kit contains the following detailing products:
- Flyers Speed Wax (16 oz)
- Quick Turn (16 oz)
- Ultra Magnum (16 oz)
- Plexiclear (16 oz)
- Leather Cleaner (8 oz)
- Stain Remover (8 oz)
- Terry Cloth Applicators (2)
- Microfiber Cloths (2)
- Care Guide • Carry Bag

P/N 09-02658 .................. $15.50

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST**
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST**
Peachtree City, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice